
Music affecting Heart Rate

The testable question for this science project is: Do latin pop, country, opera and today's

pop hits songs affect your heart rate? This experiment will be conducted to find out if music is

healthy for people; specifically towards the heart since in the U.S in 2020 there were 690,882

deaths caused by cardiovascular diseases or heart disease which increased the annual death rate

by 16% and there have been more cardiovascular disease deaths than COVID-19 deaths

(Higgins-Dunn, 2021). A reason that this experiment will be conducted is to find out if music can

affect people in any positive or negative way since only about 2,000 heart transplants are done a

year in the U.S (Everly, 2008). Learning about the background of these music genres, what heart

rate is, how it's different for people, and how music can help people will help with the

development of a hypothesis for this science project.

The history behind these selections of music starts with opera, the oldest genre of music

in these choices. Opera’s first appearance was at the start of the 17th century in Italy presenting

Jacopo Peri’s Euridice of 1600 (“A Brief History of Opera.,” Accessed on September 30, 2021).

Secondly, Country, an American style of music that incorporates folk, bluegrass, blues, and rural

dance music, originated in the Southern Appalachian Mountains in the 1920s, specifically in

Eastern Tennessee and West Virginia (“Country Music Guide: History and Sounds of Country

Music,” 2021). Lastly, there is pop (popular) and Latin pop music to be defined. Pop music is

generally music with the most copies, and is graphed weekly on the chart or in the list of the

best-selling songs of the past weeks. Pop music is commonly music that has a catchy melody,

euphonious rhythm, and is easy to memorize and sing along to (“What Is Pop Music?,” Accessed

on September 30, 2021). However, pop music originated in 1950 in the rock ‘n’ roll times



replacing music from previous decades (Myers, 2016). Soon after in 1990, Latin pop influenced

people internationally after starting off as soft romantic ballads (Young, 2017). Ballads are

typically a slow tempo, which is the speed of the piece of music (Rogers, Accessed on

September 30, 2021), that deals with themes of either love or loss (Metzer, 2017).

Heart rate is when the heart circulates oxygen and nutrient-rich blood throughout our

bodies. If this process were to not work accordingly, just about everything in our body can get

affected (Shmerling, 2020). For everyone, heart rate is different, but for adults the normal heart

rate is usually 60 to 100 beats per minute. When your heart rate is slower than 60 beats it’s called

bradycardia, which means slow heart rate and when your heart is faster than 100 beats, it’s

called tachycardia which means fast heart rate. When it comes to heart rate, having a lower heart

rate is better than a high heart rate. This is because your heart muscle has an easier time

maintaining a steady beat. You can find your own pulse by checking your neck and wrist. You

can also determine how many beats per minute, by counting your pulse for 30 seconds and

multiplying it by 2 (“Target Heart Rates Chart.,” Accessed on July 13, 2015).



However, heart rate is different for age groups and depending if you're an active person.

Similar to adults, 10 year olds and older have a heart rate of 60 to 100 beats per minute but,

lower ages are different. Low age groups actually have a higher, faster heart rate. For example, a

newborn baby up to a 1 month old, should have a heart rate of 70 to 190 heart beats per minute.

As they get older their heart rate lowers to 60 to 100 beats per minute, to get the same heart rate

as 10 year olds and adults. Even being an active person you can have a different heart rate. A

well trained athlete’s heart rate is as low as 40 beats to 60 beats per minute (“Pulse,” 2021). In

addition to finding our beats per minute as previously stated, you can also find your maximum

heart rate. To do so you have to subtract 220 by your age (“Target Heart Rate and Estimated

Maximum Heart Rate.,” 2020).



Although, heart rate can be affected by stress, anxiety, hormones (Chemical messengers

that are produced into the blood, that are then carried to organs and tissues of the body to apply

their function (“Hormones | Endocrine Glands.” 2021)), medication, and being an active person

(“Target Heart Rates Chart,” Accessed on July 13, 2015), music can also be an effect to it. Music

with 60 beats a minute can cause the brain to synchronize with the beat, causing alpha brain

waves to relieve stress (“Releasing Stress through the Power of Music: Counseling Services..”

Accessed on September 17, 2021). A brain wave is when the neutrons in our body use electricity

to communicate with each other and an alpha wave is a wave our brain makes when you're not

very focused on something (Larson, 2019). However, this type of alpha brainwave is introduced

to us when we are relaxed and conscious (“Releasing Stress through the Power of Music:

Counseling Services.,” Accessed on September 17, 2021). Although music can help reduce pain

and anxiety, earlier studies have suggested that it can also help lower blood pressure (The force

that moves our blood through our circulatory system (“Understanding Blood Pressure: What Is

Normal?,” 2019)), and heart rate. Music can also increase our heart rate and speed up breathing.

Faster music can additionally help speed up heart rate and breathing, compared to slow music.

When music is unpleasant, it can also affect heart rate by decreasing heart rate compared to

pleasant music (“Music Boosts Heart Health.,” 2013).



In conclusion, learning about the background of these music genres, what heart rate is,

how it's different for people, and how music can help people will help with the development of a

hypothesis. This will indicate if music is healthy for people in any beneficial or detrimental way.

The heart is one of the most important organs in the human body. Learning ways to keep the

heart healthy could help decrease the number of deaths and prevent the next year's numbers from

increasing. This could be a way to do that; to have musical therapy instead of medication and to

decrease the number of people waiting for a heart donation.
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